
VIRTUAL PRODUCER • PROPOSAL

Sponsor Virtual Producer and present your products
and services to the leading audience for virtual
production worldwide.

www.VIRTUALPRODUCER.io
The Virtual Company
SF Bay Area
Phone 213.952.4690
vpio@fcpworks.com
www.virtualproducer.io

WHERE the PHYSICAL
AND DIGITAL WORLDS MEET.VI
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SPONSOR VIRTUAL
PRODUCER AND
DIRECTLY REACH
THE LARGEST
VIRTUAl PRODUCTION
AUDIENCE ONLINE.



Virtual Producer Advertising is Native

We use locally hosted, image-based ads with no reliance on Ad
networks. This enables our ads to not trigger most ad-blocking
software browsers on desktops and mobile. Your message has a
much greater chance of being seen by our audience.

As a sponsoring partner of Virtual Producer, you'll gain the immediate benefits of reaching the primary

audience of virtual production professionals and decision-makers worldwide. Our exclusive content is

produced by industry thought-leader Noah Kadner and The Virtual Company. We're a highly-engaged

team focused on all aspects of virtual production and forward-looking cinematic techniques.

REACH VIRTUAL

PRODUCTION PIONEERS

Virtual Producer Advertising is Relevant

We work closely with potential sponsors to confirm their pro-
ducts and services match our audience's interests. Expressly,
we only accept sponsors with direct relevance to virtual pro-
duction. Your message will delight our audience.

CONTENT FROM VIRTUAL PRODUCER
IS AVAILABLE TO THE WORLD
We constantly add fresh, high-quality content to Virtual Producer.
Our content engages our readers and encourages them to share
with others interested in virtual production. Types of content in-
clude exclusive interviews, product reviews, workflows, podcasts,
and much more.

Our goal is to be the number one destination for virtual producti-
on enthusiasts. Interest in virtual production has exploded ever
since the release of The Mandalorian. Real-time, in-camera VFX is
just the beginning. Much more is on the horizon.

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT
Virtual Producer is the first and

only news website focused on

virtual production.

EXPERIENCE DEFINED
Led by thought leaders in virtual

production. We offer unique in-

sight and analysis.

REACH CUSTOMERS
Virtual production is a watershed

revolution in filmmaking. We are

at the forefront of the story.

NEXT LEVEL AUDIENCE
Customers search for virtual pro-

duction every day. We are what

they are looking for.

VIRTUAL PRODUCER SPONSOR BENEFITS
•ALL TIERS QUOTED AT MONTHLY RATE
•25% DISCOUNT FOR 3-MONTHS

EXECUTIVE

$99

* This extended partner plan enables you to
interact 1:1 on our site with your own full story
and site takeover.

Sponsored Story on Site

Audio Mention on Our Podcast

720X90 Full Homepage Banner

335X280 Sidebar Banner on Posts

PARTNER

$50

* Perfect for indie developers and new
sponsors looking to test the waters

335X280 Sidebar Banner on Posts

CO-PRODUCER

$75

* A moderate budget plan to gain maximum
exposure on social channels and through our
affiliate links.

720X90 Full Homepage Banner

335X280 Sidebar Banner on Posts
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